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UNION DEMANDS HURT POSTAL SERVICE REFORM
Executive Summary
Postal unions were created to represent their members, which is their right and obligation. Their
positions, however, are not necessarily in the best interest of mail users, taxpayers, and the general
economy.
The House, Senate, and Administration almost reached a deal on major Postal Service legislation
prior to Congress’s pre-election adjournment. (The House and Senate had previously passed
somewhat different versions of H.R. 22, the "Postal Accountability and Enhancement Act".) Union
opposition killed the deal, despite large concessions that would have met most union demands.
This paper steps back to look at three legislation-related issues on which one or more unions
expressed strong views, and asks whether the unions’ positions are consistent with reform.
The centerpiece of H.R. 22 is rate-cap regulation, which would give the Postal Service more
flexibility to adjust postal rates, but cap increases at the inflation rate. For rate cap regulation to
protect mail users and encourage financial discipline, the rate cap must be a firm cap. The unions,
regrettably, prefer a soft cap with loopholes.
The Postal Service needs to contribute significantly less to fund retirees’ pensions because Congress
retroactively changed the law in 2003. (Retirees’ benefits are unaltered.) The Administration
wisely advocated using every cent of the savings, which are currently going into an escrow
account, to reduce the Service’s approximately $65 billion unfunded liability for retirees’ health
care costs. The unions, though, object; they hope some of the escrow money will flow to them.
When the Postal Service and a union cannot agree on a collective bargaining agreement, an
arbitrator sets wages and some benefits. The Service believes this has contributed to a substantial
postal pay premium and high labor costs. The Administration and mailers suggested changing the
law to instruct arbitrators to consider as one factor the Service’s financial health. Despite union
opposition, this would be an excellent reform.
Acceding to union demands would be politically easy but the result could quickly become "reform"
in name only. Genuine reform requires some changes that postal unions oppose.
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UNION DEMANDS HURT POSTAL SERVICE REFORM
The House and Senate have passed bills with
numerous similarities but some key differences that
would change many of the rules under which the
government-owned U.S. Postal Service operates.
Both bills are called the "Postal Accountability and
Enhancement Act" and numbered H.R. 22. (The
Senate bill was earlier numbered S. 662.) Supporters
claim H.R. 22 would result in a Postal Service that
is better regulated, more responsive to customers,
and financially stronger.

opposed a provision that would have established a
three-day waiting period for benefits on workers’
compensation claims.5 The NALC objection caught
other participants off-guard because the workers’
compensation provision is a sensible reform and very
modest.
With the election campaign in full swing and
Congress in recess, the earliest that legislation might
be enacted would be in a lame-duck session
following the election. If action is not taken then,
the issues might return next year in the 110th
Congress.

The Administration has also worked hard in this
area, more so than any other Administration in a
generation. In December 2002, it established a
bipartisan commission to examine the Postal Service
and received an insightful report seven months later
with numerous pro-reform recommendations.1 In
December 2003, the Administration outlined five
principles that it regards as essential to meaningful
reform: transparency, flexibility, accountability,
improved governance structure, and financial
soundness.2 During the legislative process, the
Administration has regularly told Congress that
H.R. 22 is promising but needs several modifications
in order to conform to the five reform principles and
receive Administration support.3

There are four postal unions: the American
Postal Workers Union, the National Association of
Letter Carriers, the National Rural Letter Carriers’
Association, and the National Postal Mail Handlers
Union. Although NALC ultimately blocked action
in the Senate, the American Postal Workers Union
(APWU) had long been the union least supportive of
the bills and most critical of proposals by the
Administration and mailers.
As might be expected, union leaders
aggressively press for what they believe would best
serve their members. That, of course, is their right.
For example, William Burrus, who is the president
of the APWU summarized "the logic behind the
APWU’s general position on labor/management/mailer issues" by saying, "The American Postal
Workers Union is responsible to its membership –
period."6 His comment is fair enough, and it is
certainly forthrightly stated.

The House, Senate, and Administration have
been discussing and trying to resolve their
differences since an earlier version of the legislation
was considered in 2004. Other interested parties,
among them postal labor unions, have also
participated in the discussions. There was a burst of
activity in the week before Congress’s pre-election
adjournment, following an Administration offer to
make large concessions from its previous position.4
Commercial mailers and the Postal Service’s
competitors also offered significant concessions.
Legislation nearly emerged, but the effort foundered
in the House and Senate due to union objections.

A corollary, however, is that postal unions’
positions are not necessarily in the best interest of
mail users, taxpayers, and the overall economy.
This paper will examine three important issues
that one or more postal unions emphasized in the last
several months. The union comments are interesting
in their own right and also for the information they

Action on the Senate side came to a halt when
the National Association of Letter Carriers (NALC)
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provide about what other parties were saying in the
behind-the-scenes negotiations.

value to the economy should not be foregone merely
because it appears the agency can survive for the
next several years without them. Some of the
features to look for in true Postal-Service-reform
legislation are providing the agency with better costcontrol tools, improving transparency in areas such
as cost accounting and service standards, and
promoting financial discipline.

The aim of this paper is to provide a road map
regarding which changes would be conducive to
genuine reform and which would only be "reform" in
name. If a bill is eventually enacted, it would be
highly desirable that its provisions embody real
reform.

Not every proposal called "reform" by its
supporters is true reform. Sometimes a proposal that
would be ineffectual or harmful is given the reform
label. Such false reforms should be rejected. For
example, until a couple of years ago, the Postal
Service often argued that because it had difficulties
in its core market, it should receive Congress’s
blessing to venture widely in other markets. This
proposed expansion of the government enterprise,
which Congress fortunately never approved, would
have left the original difficulties unaddressed,
diverted the Service from its core mission, and
caused problems elsewhere in the economy.7

Postal reform in perspective
In the 1990s, the growth of the Internet spurred
fears that traditional mail service faced an imminent
crisis. Marvin Runyon, who was the Postmaster
General, called for a sweeping rewrite of the
statutory rules under which the government-owned
U.S. Postal Service operates.
Since then, the Postal Service has proven
remarkably resilient. People like the Internet and
other electronic means of corresponding and
conducting transactions, but they also like traditional
hard-copy mail. That has been welcome news for
the Postal Service because it controls the traditional
mail market due to its dual statutory monopolies on
hard-copy letter delivery and mailbox access. Aided
by the superb operational skills of current Postmaster
General John Potter, the Service even weathered 911 and the mail-delivered anthrax attacks in
relatively good shape.

Should a cap on postal rate increases be a real
cap or an only-if-it’s-convenient cap?
The centerpiece of both versions of H.R. 22 is
what is known as rate-cap regulation: the Postal
Service would be allowed to adjust rates with much
less regulatory oversight – provided it does not raise
rates faster than inflation in product categories where
it is classified as the dominant provider. Backers of
rate-cap regulation argue that relaxed price regulation
would allow the Postal Service to respond more
quickly on the revenue side to market forces while
the cap would provide financial discipline on the
cost side.

Nevertheless, although electronic alternatives do
not create an immediate crisis, they do pose a longterm challenge. The eventual extent of electronic
diversion is unknown, but the issue should not be
glossed over. Pro-efficiently reforms that reduce
costs, improve service, or both would help the Postal
Service better meet the challenge.

One can debate whether rate-cap regulation is
the best approach to reform, but if that path is
chosen, the cap should set a limit on the rate
increases.8 If the "cap" becomes a sieve because
loopholes readily permit above-inflation rate
increases, the financial discipline would be lost.
Mail users would have much less protection against
excessive rate increases than under current law,

Well-crafted reforms are desirable regardless of
whether there is an immediate crisis. Better costmanagement tools that allow the Postal Service to
hold down rate increases would benefit mail users at
all times. Worthwhile reforms that help customers,
protect taxpayers, and increase the Postal Service’s
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which is especially worrisome given the Postal
Service’s monopoly power.

Service’s various costs and ignores the impact of
technology and productivity gains. The Postal
Service’s cost structure is not dominated by
exogenous non-labor costs; it is dominated by labor
costs. At nearly 80% of the Service’s total costs,
labor costs are the elephant in the room.17 They
are four times as large as all the Service’s other
costs combined. Given these relative magnitudes,
the main threat to the Postal Service’s ability to cope
with a strong rate cap does not come from
exogenous non-labor costs but from labor costs.
Furthermore, as long as the Postal Service improves
its productivity over time, wage and benefit increases
exceeding the inflation rate can coexist with a firm
inflation-based rate cap. Specifically, wages and
benefits could rise at up to the combined growth
rates of inflation and labor productivity without
bursting the rate cap.18 Are the unions hoping to
push up wages and benefits at a faster clip?

The Administration and commercial mailers
have long pressed for a firm rate cap similar to the
one in the Senate version of H.R. 22, under which
the average price increase in a market-dominant mail
category could exceed the inflation rate only in
"unexpected and extraordinary circumstances".9
Postal unions adamantly object.
Mr. Burrus of the APWU charged that the
Administration and commercial mailers "threaten"
the reform effort by "demanding that postage-rate
increases – with very few exceptions – be limited by
increases in the Consumer Price Index (CPI)."10 He
declared "[T]he proposed rate caps would undermine
our members’ collective bargaining rights... [The
caps] would impact the available revenues to
adequately compensate employees for their
services."11

The escrow account, military credits, and
unfunded health care benefits

Other unions and postmaster organizations
similarly argued for a soft rate cap in a letter they
sent to Capitol Hill on July 12.12 They prefer the
looser rate cap in the House version of H.R. 22.13
Their letter claimed that while a rate cap based on
the CPI is "a workable index and target for the
USPS under normal conditions," the agency must
have "sufficient flexibility ... to seek the revenues it
needs ... when conditions warrant it."14 NALC said
elsewhere that the conditions justifying higher-thaninflation postal rate increases should include Postal
Service "cost increases not fully captured by the
CPI."15 NALC warned that "an inflexible hard
price cap ... would also damage letter carriers at the
collective bargaining table."16 The problem with
this approach is that it would give the Postal Service
considerable leeway to break the cap as an
alternative to controlling its costs. That is not
financial discipline.

As part of their retirement income, postal
workers who stay with the agency long enough
receive a defined-benefit pension. Defined-benefit
pensions are rapidly becoming less common in the
private sector.
The contributions that employers need to make
to fund defined-benefit pensions are extremely
sensitive to interest rates and other conditions.
Higher interest rates increase investment returns,
which lowers what employers need to contribute,
while lower interest rates decrease investment returns
and force employers to contribute more.19
Postal workers hired since 1984 are generally
covered by the Federal Employees’ Retirement
System (FERS), which uses some market data in
calculating how much the Service needs to pay and
charges the Service on an accrual basis. Postal
workers hired before 1984 are generally covered by
the older Civil Service Retirement System (CSRS),
which relied less on market data and did not fully
pre-fund the Service’s pension liabilities.

The unions insist that a binding cap is too risky
for employees, because non-labor costs might rise
faster than the inflation rate. That argument,
however, glosses over the relative size of the Postal
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Several years ago it was realized that the law
told the Postal Service to make contributions for
CSRS pensions based on a hypothetical interest rate
that had seemed reasonable in 1970 but had proven
to be much lower than actual market interest rates.
In 2003, Congress decided to change the rules
retroactively and recalculate CSRS contributions
based on more realistic assumptions similar to those
used in the newer FERS system.20 The revaluation
lowered the Service’s required contributions for
CSRS pensions. (The legislation did not change
pension payments to postal retirees.)

promises will raise rates for future postal customers,
with customers within the postal monopoly most
vulnerable, and perhaps necessitate a taxpayer
bailout. The Administration proposed that every cent
freed from the escrow fund be used to pay down the
Service’s unfunded retiree-health care liability. The
Administration also liked this approach because, due
to technical budget scoring rules, it would avoid
increasing the federal budget deficit in the near term.
In contrast, H.R. 22 would only apply some of
the pension savings to reduce the unfunded liability
and let the Service use the rest for other purposes.
(The bill’s House and Senate versions differ on what
share of the money could be used for other
purposes.) Further, H.R. 22 would make the U.S.
Treasury (which ultimately means taxpayers) pick up
the tab for the military credits it had decided in the
2003 legislation that the Postal Service should
pay.23 Through the summer, the Administration
had threatened a Presidential veto unless all the
escrow money was used to reduce the unfunded
health care liability and the military credit
responsibility stayed with the Postal Service per the
2003 legislation.
In late September, the
Administration gave ground on this issue, not
because it thought it was wrong but in the hope of
providing sufficient momentum for Congress to
approve final legislation.

As a federal agency, the Postal Service gives
employees credits for prior military time, which
raises their pensions. CSRS generally charges the
extra pension payments resulting from these military
credits to the U.S. Treasury, while FERS generally
charges them to the federal agency. In line with the
other, larger move to a FERS-style calculation of
contributions, Congress decided as part of the
legislation to shift responsibility for certain military
credits of CSRS retirees from the Treasury to the
Postal Service. This change increased Postal Service
pension obligations.
The net effect of these two changes was to
lower the Postal Service’s required pension
contributions for CSRS retirees by several billion
dollars a year and an estimated $78 billion
cumulatively.21 Congress ordered that the agency’s
annual pension savings due to the legislation be used
through 2005 to reduce the agency’s debt and hold
down postal rates and, beginning in 2006, be placed
in an escrow account until Congress specifies how
the money should be used.

Not surprisingly, postal unions strongly favor the
language in H.R. 22 and want it to stay as it is.
Mr. Burrus of the APWU explained the benefit to
postal workers:
Postal management will gain access to
billions of dollars through the release of the
Civil Service Retirement System (CSRS)
escrow account that was established in
2003, and from the return of responsibility
for the military retirement obligations of
postal employees to the Treasury. These
changes would weaken management’s
attempts to cry ’broke’ during contract
negotiations.24

All parties agree that the escrow account should
be ended. But what should be done with the money?
The Administration has drawn attention to the Postal
Service’s massive unfunded liability for retirees’
health care costs – about $65 billion.22 Such a
huge unfunded obligation is a threat to future mail
users, taxpayers, and the Service’s financial selfsufficiency. If not dealt with now, the unfunded
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Similarly, NALC warned that continuing to
charge the Postal Service for the extra pension costs
due to its granting of military credits is "another way
to starve USPS of resources to pay for better wages
William Young, NALC’s
and benefits."25
President, said his union would have "no choice but
to actively oppose passage" unless it got its way on
pension issues, a weak rate cap, and other matters.26

bargaining. When the Service and one of its unions
cannot reach a collective bargaining agreement, the
wage, benefit, and work-rule issues in question are
taken out of the Postal Service’s hands and go to
binding arbitration. The Postal Service contends that
the present arbitration mechanism, which limits its
ability to stand up to what it sometimes regards as
overly expensive labor demands, is one reason why
the agency has so much trouble controlling its labor
costs.

Who is right? As discussed more fully in earlier
IRET studies, one of the Administration’s arguments
is compelling.27 While the Postal Service is in
unexpectedly good shape regarding retiree pensions,
its retiree health care funding is in terrible shape. It
would be financially responsible and put the Service
on a much more stable long-run footing if every
penny saved due to lower pension liabilities (i.e., the
escrow account money) is devoted to paying down
the Service’s unfunded retiree health care liabilities.
The unions’ thoughts about how to spend the money
lend credence to another Administration concern,
which is that handing some of the money to the
Service without strings while gigantic unfunded
liabilities are outstanding would erode financial
discipline, thereby undercutting an important reform
goal.28

Wages and benefits per postal-employee
workyear averaged $65,636 in 2005.30 Although
the law says that postal employees should receive
wages and benefits comparable to what they could
earn in the private sector,31 the majority of
economic studies examining the issue have
concluded that a postal pay premium of 20% - 25%
exists if just wages are counted and about 35% if the
Service’s very generous benefits are also
included.32, 33 This is an average, of course, and
does not apply to all postal workers.34 Abovemarket wages and benefits help explain why such a
large portion of the Postal Service’s total costs are
labor related. The postal pay premium implies
billions of dollars annually in above-market labor
costs, which are passed on to mail users in higher
postage rates (several cents on every letter).

With respect to military credits, the issue is
complicated and murky. Both sides make cogent
arguments.29 Without attempting to resolve the
issue here, a point can be made on behalf of
financial responsibility and discipline. If the Postal
Service is relieved of any of the military credit
liability, it should be required to use the resulting
savings to pay down its unfunded liabilities before
being allowed to employ the funds in any other way.
Such language is not in H.R. 22 and is contrary to
what the postal unions advocate.

During the summer, Mr. Burrus of the APWU
reported, with strong disapproval, that the
Administration and mailers wanted to add a
provision to H.R. 22 that would modify the binding
arbitration process. The provision would instruct
arbitrators to consider, as one of the factors they use
in reaching their decisions, the financial impact on
the Postal Service.35 The NALC also opposed the
proposal, which it blamed on the White House, and
claimed it would result in "tilting the interest
arbitration process in favor of postal
management..."36

Modify binding arbitration
Because postal workers are federal-government
employees and the Postal Service is a government
enterprise with a statutory monopoly in its vital core
market, postal employees are not allowed to strike.
However, they are permitted to engage in collective

In fact, the provision would not prevent
arbitrators from awarding pay and benefit increases
they believe are justified. However, it might cause
arbitrators to think harder before ordering large
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increases that would strain the mail service
financially. The main effect would not be to cut
wages and benefits, but only to moderate their rates
of increase. That would be a very mild and gradual
adjustment compared to what many workers at
private-sector businesses with high labor costs are
experiencing, namely, actual cutbacks in
compensation (mainly in benefits) and sometimes
layoffs.37

period before injuries would qualify for coverage.
Like a deductible on automobile insurance, a short
waiting period for this type of insurance significantly
reduces paperwork costs, avoids a category of claims
that are hard to monitor effectively for fraud and
abuse, and concentrates coverage on larger injuries
for which insurance protection is more important.
The bipartisan Presidential Commission
concluded that the Postal Service’s workers’
compensation program is seriously flawed and
recommended several reforms, including this one.40
The Commission noted that the Service had
accumulated a $6.5 billion unfunded liability for
workers’ compensation benefits (since risen to
$7.5 billion).41 Senators Susan Collins (R-ME) and
Thomas Carper (D-DE) recognized the desirability of
reform in this area and included two modest changes
in the Senate version of H.R. 22. It does not auger
well for reform that this very reasonable and small
reform proposal elicited such a ferocious union
response, especially because the Senators had agreed
to drop the other workers’ compensation reform in
an effort to win union support.

The proposed addition to the arbitration process
would be a highly desirable reform, and would be
especially valuable in the context of rate-cap
regulation. It would make rate-cap regulation more
workable because it would reduce the odds that
arbitrators would order excessive wage and benefit
increases that would either push the Postal Service
deeply into the red or force the rate cap to be
broken. Labor costs are such a large fraction of the
Service’s total expenses that an out-of-line arbitration
award can rock the agency financially.
In 2005, the Postal Service announced its
opposition to the House and Senate bills – much to
the surprise and consternation of members of
Congress who had been working on the legislation
for many years with, they thought, the Postal
One of the Service’s
Service’s support.38
objections is the possible clash between a rate cap
that is indexed to inflation and wages and some
benefits that are often set by arbitrators.39
Although the Postal Service might still oppose
H.R. 22 for different reasons, its wariness regarding
a strong rate cap should be greatly eased if the
House and Senate agreed to modify the arbitration
process.

Union demands are so important because labor
costs are so large
Why emphasize unions and their demands?
They are by no means the only group that want a
say on Postal Service matters. For example,
commercial mailers have expressed a preference for
some legislative provisions over others, and, when
the Postal Service operates in competitive markets,
the private-sector businesses against which the
The
Service competes also have concerns.42
answer is that labor-related costs are the Postal
Service’s dominant expense. As mentioned earlier,
labor-related costs are four times larger than all the
agency’s other expenses combined. Hence, labor
costs have a huge impact on whether the Postal
Service is financially viable and can efficiently and
economically perform its government-assigned
mission. In addition, postal unions have tremendous
political clout and are not bashful about using it.

The workers’ compensation provision
Although smaller in magnitude than the issues
discussed above, a few words should be said about
the item that NALC found so objectionable. The
provision would bring workers’ compensation at the
Postal Service more into line with what is common
in the private sector by establishing a short waiting
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Conflicts between short run and long run union
objectives

Special interests and the public interest often
coincide – within limits

If one looks only at the short run, militancy can
be an attractive strategy: get as much as you can
while you can. That may be good for older workers
with considerable seniority and not many years left
to work. In the long run, however, it is costly for
many younger union members and potential
members because it means fewer jobs for them.

Because this paper has discussed several cases
in which union objectives clash with the public
interest, it should be made clear that union objectives
and the public interest are in harmony up to a point.
Consider this in the context of postal workers’ pay
packages.
Postal customers will always want to see lower
postal wages and mailing charges. Postal workers
will always want to see higher postal wages and
mailing charges. In fact, the economy is best served
if postal compensation is neither too low nor too
high, or, as Goldilocks would say, "Just right." Only
by valuing postal workers’ efforts properly can the
economy arrive at an efficient allocation of
resources.

When employers are burdened by unusually high
wages and benefits and restrictive work rules, they
have an incentive to buy more inputs from outside
suppliers and to substitute capital for high-priced
labor. They also tend to grow more slowly than
other firms and sometimes have difficulty staying in
business. As a result of these responses, their
workforces become smaller than otherwise over time.
One of the most visible examples is found in the
automobile industry, where the number of unionized
workers has declined dramatically and continues to
plummet. In a recent paper, Charles Guy, former
Director, Office of Economics, Strategic Planning,
U.S. Postal Service, urges postal workers to be
mindful of the Detroit lesson before it is too late.43

What is "Just right?" Postal workers should
receive a pay package that is competitive with what
they could earn in the private sector, which is to say,
a market wage. Pay comparability would allow mail
services to be priced efficiently relative to other
goods and services. Proper pricing would encourage
customers to use the right amount of mail services,
while allowing the Postal Service to attract and
retain the workers it needs to deliver that level of
services. Too low a compensation package would
lead to an excessive demand for postal services and
less demand for other goods and services in the
economy, while causing workers to avoid Postal
Service jobs, making the demand hard to meet. Too
high a compensation package leads to
underutilization of postal services and too much
consumption of alternative goods and services.

At the Postal Service, for instance, the APWU
rails against worksharing (discounts mailers receive
discounts if they help with certain preliminary mail
processing).
Ironically, however, the union’s
confrontational style on pay and workplace issues is
one of worksharing’s best friends. It increases the
appeal of having mailers’ workers do more and the
Service’s workers do less.
With regard to legislation, the more successful
the unions are today in blocking labor-cost reforms,
the more postal jobs will be lost in the future to
increased worksharing and outsourcing. Further, if
problems are allowed to build, people may become
more willing to consider ideas that currently do not
have much political support, such as privatization.

Conclusion
On several issues, postal unions, to varying
degrees, have taken positions that are at odds with an
efficient, economical, and financially disciplined
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Postal Service. This paper has discussed three of
those issues: whether to have a postal rate cap that
really is a cap, how to use savings from the recent
recalculation of the Postal Service’s pension
liabilities, and whether to modify binding arbitration.

The path of least political resistance would be to
accede to most or all union demands, and enact a bill
that would be "reform" mainly in name. However,
mail users, taxpayers, and the overall U.S. economy
would be much better served by a bill that delivers
real Postal Service reform.

The positions that postal unions have taken, in
combination with their political power, largely
explain why the last major Postal Service reform
legislation was enacted in 1970.

Michael Schuyler
Senior Economist

This is another of a continuing series of IRET papers examining the U.S. Postal Service. IRET began its
work in this area in the mid 1990s. Norman Ture, the organization’s founder, believed that growth and
prosperity are advanced by restricting government to a limited set of core functions. From this perspective
he was concerned about the activities of government owned and sponsored businesses. The Postal Service
stands out among government businesses because of its size — it employs nearly one third of the federal
government civilian workforce — and its efforts over the years to expand.
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